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We used vesicular stomatitis virus to test the effect of complementation on the relative fitness of a deleterious
mutant, monoclonal antibody-resistant mutant (MARM) N, in competition with its wild-type ancestor. We
carried out competitions of MARM N and wild-type populations at different multiplicities of infection (MOIs)
and initial ratios of the wild type to the mutant and found that the fitness of MARM N relative to that of the
wild type is very sensitive to changes in the MOI (i.e., the degree of complementation) but depends little, if at
all, on the initial frequencies of MARM N and the wild type. Further, we developed a mathematical model
under the assumption that during coinfection both viruses contribute to a common pool of protein products in
the infected cell and that they both exploit this common pool equally. Under such conditions, the fitness of all
virions that coinfect a cell is the average fitness in the absence of coinfection of that group of virions. In the
absence of coinfection, complementation cannot take place and the relative fitness of each competitor is only
determined by the selective value of its own products. We found good agreement between our experimental
results and the model predictions, which suggests that the wild type and MARM N freely share all of their gene
products under coinfection.
RNA viruses form highly polymorphic populations called
quasispecies (8, 9, 13). The origin of much of their genetic
diversity is high mutational pressure. Most RNA viruses have
mutation rates on the order of one miscopied base per genome
and generation (10, 11). However, high mutational pressure is
not necessarily the only factor promoting genetic diversity.
Niche differentiation can allow stable polymorphisms in an
infected host. For instance, during a polyclonal immune re-
sponse, different subpopulations may have different sensitivi-
ties to individual antibodies; variation within a host can also be
related to differences in the tropism of different viral subpopu-
lations. Virus-virus interactions may also promote stable poly-
morphisms in an infected host. In cell culture, such interactions
readily occur during replication inside a cell and are likely to
be an important contributor to the maintenance of variation.
When two or more virions coinfect the same cell, complemen-
tation can take place. Not every function can be complemented
in trans. In positive-stranded viruses, translation and replica-
tion are coupled (25); therefore, many functions need to be
provided in cis and cannot be rescued by complementation (33,
37). Other proteins can freely interact with heterologous ge-
nomes or replicons, even from different viral species (18, 21).
In the absence of compartmentalization or other limitations to
the diffusion of viral products, soluble proteins can interact
with any genome inside the cell, potentially changing the phe-
notype of the virions and masking targets for natural selection
to operate. A remarkable example of this phenomenon is phe-
notypic mixing and hiding, particularly for monoclonal anti-
body (MAb)-resistant mutants (MARM) (20, 43).
Complementation obviously relies on coinfection, that is, on
the density of the infecting population (also the multiplicity of
infection [MOI]). If the MOI is too low and coinfection is
infrequent, complementation cannot operate. Thus, a change
in density can be viewed as a change in the environment and as
a factor of evolutionary processes. Indeed, work with foot-and-
mouth disease virus showed adaptation to replication at a high
MOI (34). Subsequently, Turner and Chao demonstrated in
phage 6 that strains adapted to low-MOI replication and
strains adapted to high-MOI replication behaved as “cooper-
ators” and “defectors,” respectively, during intrahost competi-
tion (40) and that the payoff matrix of competitions conformed
to the prisoner’s dilemma (41).
We have used vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) to determine
the effect of complementation on the relative fitness of a del-
eterious mutant compared to that of its wild-type (wt) ances-
tor. In contrast to the studies done with foot-and-mouth dis-
ease virus or phage 6, in this study we have used VSV
populations without a previous history of selection for coop-
eration or defection. VSV, the prototype of the Rhabdoviridae
family, is an enveloped, nonsegmented, negative-stranded vi-
rus (30). It has a genome of approximately 11 kb with five open
reading frames that encode at least five viral proteins. The N
protein encapsidates the viral genome, while the L and P
proteins constitute the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase that
directs transcription and replication. Of the two structural pro-
teins, M provides a link between the nucleocapsid and the
membrane, and it is implicated in cytopathology (1). The G
protein is the only external protein in the virion; it provides
receptor-mediated recognition during entry into host cells.
VSV can infect a variety of mammalian and insect cells. Rep-
lication in the mammalian cells is typically cytolytic, and high
titers of virus are produced. Insects and insect cells are persis-
tently infected, with little or no obvious cytopathology and
shedding of virus at low titers. Mutation rates in VSV are
comparable to those in other RNA viruses (11). The virus is
effectively asexual, as there is no significant amount of recom-
bination (3, 28, 29). VSV has been used as a model to study
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general principles of evolutionary genetics and the particular
rules governing the evolution of RNA viruses (reviewed in
reference 8).
Our results showed that despite the lack of previous selec-
tion for defection, the relative fitness of the deleterious mutant
was higher at a high MOI, demonstrating that it could draw a
benefit from coinfection with the wt virus. The overall results
were in good agreement with a mathematical model based on
averaging of the relative fitness of the two competitors when
they are allowed to coinfect cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and viruses. The experiments were carried out with VSV, Indiana sero-
type (Mudd-Summers strain). The wt population is clonal in origin and has a
history of limited replication in BHK-21 cells at a low MOI. The fitness of the wt
was arbitrarily set to 1.0. MARM N is a low-fitness mutant resistant to MAb I1
that has been previously described (26, 27). For the present study, it was ampli-
fied once in BHK-21 cells at a low MOI. The fitness of MARM N obtained from
24-h competition passages was 0.43  0.02. All of the infections were done with
BHK-21 cells obtained from John Holland’s laboratory. The monolayers were
grown in minimal essential medium supplemented with 7% bovine calf serum
and 0.06% Proteose Peptone 3 to a density of 0.8  105 to 1  105 cells/cm2.
MAb I1 was produced in large batches from a hybridoma kindly provided by
Douglas Lyles (24).
Fitness assays. Fitness was determined by competition of wt and MARM N
populations. Our protocol was similar to the one previously described in detail
(12, 19), but we incorporated some modifications. The range of MOIs tested was
0.1 to 100, and the sizes of infecting populations were between 1.75  104 and
1.75  108 PFU. W24 well plates (1.75 cm2 of surface per well) were inoculated
with 14 l of the desired amount of a mixture of the wt and MARM N. For T175
flasks (175 cm2), we used 1.4 ml of the mixture. Original mixtures and viral yields
harvested at 9 h postinfection were titrated in T25 flasks. Competitions were
limited to a 9-h period (instead of following the typical 24-h period) to avoid
differences in the number of rounds of replication between low-MOI and high-
MOI infections. The choice of this time was based on growth curves, and its
relationship with 24-h competitions is consistent with titers and with the behavior
of fitness changes for this pair of competitors (47). All fitness assays were limited
to a single competition passage, to avoid accumulation of defective interfering
particles in infections at a high MOI (6, 7). In order to get an accurate deter-
mination of wt/MARM N ratios, titrations were done with T25 flasks by triplicate
plaque assay in the presence and absence of MAb I1. Because we carried out all
of our fitness determinations by doing a single competition passage, we could
calculate fitness as the ratio of the wt/MARM N ratios before and after the
competition passage. These values are comparable to those obtained by calcu-
lating the slope of the fit during multiple-passage competitions in previous work
(19, 26, 27). Each fitness value was the average of 6 to 16 determinations.
RESULTS
MARM N fitness is density dependent. Our first aim was to
determine whether changes in virus density have an effect on
the fitness value of MARM N. We tested density dependence
by inoculating T175 flasks and W24 well plates with mixtures of
the wt and MARM N at a 1:1 ratio and a total population size
of 1.75  106 PFU. This population size is equivalent to an
MOI of 10 in W24 well plates and 0.1 in T175 flasks. In order
to determine whether the absolute population size has an effect
on fitness, we included W24 well plates inoculated at an MOI
of 0.1 (i.e., with 1.75  104 PFU) and T175 flasks inoculated at
an MOI of 10 (i.e., with 1.75  108 PFU). The results of these
determinations showed statistically significant differences be-
tween competitions carried out at a high MOI and competi-
tions carried out at a low MOI (Table 1). In contrast, changes
in virus population size of up to 100-fold did not have a sig-
nificant effect on the fitness value of MARM N (Table 1).
We extended our initial studies by testing MARM N fitness
at a range of MOIs of 0.1 to 100 by using mixtures of the wt and
MARM N at a 1:1 initial ratio. Since we had previously dem-
onstrated that populations size does not have a significant
impact on the results, all of the competitions were done by
changing the size of the inoculum on W24 well plates. We
found that MARM N fitness was lowest at an MOI of 0.1 and
highest at an MOI of 100. At the latter MOI, MARM N had
almost reached a fitness of 1; that is, MARM N was selectively
neutral in comparison to the wt. For intermediate MOIs,
MARM N fitness was interpolated smoothly between the two
extremes (Fig. 1).
Model of density dependence based on complementation.
Our findings on the density dependence of MARM N fitness
prompted us to devise a simple model based on the assumption
that MARM N and the wt share all protein products equally in
coinfected cells, that is, that MARM N and the wt each act as
both a defector and a cooperator with respect to the other
strain. We chose this model because MARM N approaches
neutrality at a high MOI. If MARM N were a successful overall
defector, then it could presumably reach a fitness higher than
1 at a high MOI. Likewise, if the wt were an overall defector,
or if for some reason MARM N could not take advantage of
the wt’s protein products as effectively as the wt does, then
MARM N fitness would remain significantly below 1, even at a
high MOI. Our model has a single free parameter, the fitness
disadvantage s of MARM N at a low MOI, and rests on the
assumption that complementation is determined by the MOI.
The mathematical details of the model are given in the Ap-
TABLE 1. Relative fitness of MARM N for different MOIs and
population sizes
Plaque
size MOI  0.1 MOI  10 P
a
T175 0.54  0.03 0.79  0.06 8  104
W24 0.48  0.05 0.89  0.05 105
Pa 0.28 0.26 NAb
a Probability of fitness values being the same according to a two-sample t test.
b NA, not applicable.
FIG. 1. Relative fitness of MARM N as a function of the MOI. The
solid line indicates the prediction from our model, the final equation in
the Appendix, with s  0.552.
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pendix. The model is similar to one used by Turner et al. (39)
to study the limit of coinfection in bacteriophage 6. We fitted
the model prediction of how MARM N fitness should change
with the MOI to the experimental data. For fitting the data to
the model, we minimized 2 as a function of s: If xi is a set of
data points, with respective errors 	i, and yi(s) is a set of model
predictions for xi at a given s, then 
2 is defined as
2 
i
xi yi
s	i 
2
The fit gave a selective disadvantage of s  0.552 for MARM
N (2  2.0, 4 degrees of freedom, P  0.74, where P indicates
the probability with which data consistent with the model ex-
ceed the observed 2; that is, the lower P is, the less likely it is
that the model and the data agree.) A selective disadvantage of
s  0.552 translates into a relative fitness of MARM N of 1 
s  0.448. Figure 1 shows that with this choice of s, the model
and data agree very well, consistent with the result of the 2
test.
MARM N fitness is, at most, weakly frequency dependent.
The model not only makes predictions of how MARM N
fitness should change with MOI, but it also predicts that the
fitness should depend only weakly on MARM N frequency.
We tested this prediction with additional competitions of the
wt and MARM N at an MOI of 1 and an MOI of 10, starting
with diverse initial ratios of the two competitors. The results
are shown in Fig. 2. At both MOIs, frequency dependence is
very weak, if at all existent. The measured data points agree
very well with the model at an MOI of 10 (2  0.82, 3 degrees
of freedom, P  0.85). The fit of the data at an MOI of 1 is
quantitatively poor (2  55.3, 5 degrees of freedom, P 
105) but qualitatively good in that there is no clear overall
frequency dependence (correlation coefficient r  0.007).
A third test of frequency dependence is to carry out re-
peated 24-h passages. For all of the measurements reported in
the previous paragraphs, we extracted virus after 9 h, in order
to prohibit a second round of replication when the initial in-
fection is done at a low MOI. In 24-h passages at a nominally
low MOI, a second round of replication takes place at a high
MOI. Complementation is not expected during the first round
of low-MOI infection, since there is virtually no coinfection,
but it will have an effect during the second, high-MOI, round
of replication. Thus, any significant frequency-dependent se-
lection should be apparent (14, 47). In repeated passages, this
frequency dependence would translate into a deviation from a
straight exponential decay of mutant frequency. Figure 3 shows
that MARM N decays exponentially, again in agreement with
our model predictions of little or no frequency-dependent se-
lection (2  2.6, 3 degrees of freedom, P  0.46).
DISCUSSION
Unlike in previous reports (34, 40, 41, 42), the competitors
described here had not been previously subjected to selection
at different MOIs. Nevertheless, fitness clearly depended on
the density, but not the size, of the infecting population. While
density dependence can be predicted and indeed operates in-
dependently of previous selection for cooperation or defection,
a major difference can be expected depending on the history of
the competitors. If competitors have been selected for coop-
eration or defection, a significant level of frequency-dependent
selection is expected (41, 42).
In the absence of previous selection for cooperation or de-
fection, frequency dependence should be minimal, and its con-
tribution to fitness differences is expected to be less than the
variation typically observed among replicas of the same exper-
iment. For example, for s  0.552 at an MOI of 1, our model
predicts a change in fitness from 0.51 at a 100:1 wt-to-MARM
N ratio to 0.57 at a 1:100 ratio (a change of approximately 10%
over a 10,000-fold change in ratios). We found similar (or even
smaller) amounts of frequency dependence at other MOIs.
Overall, our experimental results agree very well with this
prediction. Both the results of single-passage competitions at
an MOI of 10 and the multiple-passage competitions done with
an initial MOI of 0.1 are in excellent agreement with the
quantitative predictions of the model. The only quantitative
(but not qualitative) disagreement with the predictions of the
FIG. 2. Relative fitness of MARM N as a function of the initial
frequency for an MOI of 1 (diamonds) and an MOI of 10 (circles). The
solid lines indicate the predictions from our model, the final equation
in the Appendix, with s  0.552.
FIG. 3. Decay of MARM N concentration in standard 24-h pas-
sages. The line represents an exponential fit to the data, exp(0.36 
0.59t), where t indicates the passage number.
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model was observed in the single-passage competitions at an
MOI of 1. It is worth noting that most of the contribution to
the departure originated from two subsets of data. These were
a group of 8 determinations at an initial ratio 10:1 (of a total of
16 determinations) and the 6 determinations at an initial ratio
16:1. For an overall 2 of 57 for the complete data set, the
contributions of these values were 24.3 and 22, respectively
(thus, the contribution of the remaining data is 10.8, which
corresponds to P  0.38 at 10 degrees of freedom). Each
subset of competitions was done on a single day, and therefore
any bias would affect all of the values in a subset in the same
direction and thus translate into underestimated errors. More-
over, there was no clear tendency among the results to higher-
than-expected or lower-than-expected values, suggesting that
experimental variation was responsible for the observed depar-
ture, rather than any additional biological phenomena that we
failed to consider. For instance, gene dosage correlates with
the degree of coinfections, but it is not a likely explanation of
the observed behavior, since any alteration of the cell metab-
olism would be equal for both competitors. Our results are in
general agreement with those of Holland and coworkers, show-
ing MARM VSV hiding during high-MOI infections (but not
during low-MOI infections) in the presence of neutralizing
MAbs (20).
In situations in which viral products are totally free to diffuse
through the cytoplasm, the present model should hold for any
pair of competitors that satisfies the following two conditions.
(i) The difference in fitness is not a consequence of mutations
involved in cooperation or defection. Otherwise, frequency-
dependent selection should play an important role during com-
petition (14, 41, 42), and other models need to be considered
(47). (ii) The differences in fitness are located in elements
subject to trans complementation. If the fitness disadvantage
maps into functions that are carried in the virion (for instance,
entry), complementation cannot operate during the first com-
petition passage, but it will have an effect during further pas-
sages (46). If the fitness disadvantage is in some cis-acting
elements, such as encapsidation signals, complementation may
never occur and there will be neither density-dependent nor
frequency-dependent selection.
Viral products do not always diffuse freely inside infected
cells. Replication of positive-stranded viruses takes place when
they are bound to cell membranes, which limits the potential
for individual proteins to trans complement. A typical example
are the nonstructural proteins in this group of viruses, which
need to be provided in cis (33, 37, 38). Comparison of the
model predictions and the experimental data suggests that for
the pair of mutants we have studied, our two assumptions are
accurate, so that coinfection is the main (and possibly the only)
determinant of the degree of complementation, and interac-
tions among viral products suffer no limitations.
Any environmental factor affecting coinfection should have
an effect on the degree of complementation and, thus, on the
survival of a deleterious mutant. Viruses like measles virus
carry on their surface glycoproteins that promote cell-to-cell
fusion (2, 45); cell-to-cell fusion of infected cells can be seen as
an effective increase of the MOI. On the other hand, many
viruses, including VSV, have mechanisms leading to superin-
fection exclusion (44), limiting the number of virions that coin-
fect the same cell. Under superinfection exclusion, comple-
mentation may not work efficiently. In our experimental
setting, superinfection exclusion does not seem to have an
important effect. This observation is consistent with the known
mechanisms that limit secondary infections in VSV, which are
not operational until at least 2 h postinfection (35). Superin-
fection exclusion can limit, but not always abolish, coinfection.
For instance, human immunodeficiency virus type 1 induces
superinfection exclusion by sequestering the CD4 receptor (5,
23), but the average number of integrated genomes in an
infected cell is three (22).
We have shown that the fate of a nonneutral mutation,
excluding those described above, will depend not only on its
selective value but also on the density at which the competitors
are replicating. Thus, replication at a constantly high MOI will
slow down the fixation of any advantageous mutations, in
agreement with the predictions of Frank (15). For instance, if
we consider MARM N as extinct when the wt/MARM ratio
goes beyond 100:1, replication at a low MOI would lead to
extinction after only six passages. The same competition at an
MOI of 10 would require more than 40 passages until extinc-
tion is reached. Unfortunately, repeated passages at a high
MOI cannot be carried out for long periods of time with VSV,
since defective interfering particles are expected to accumulate
and will act as an additional selective force (6, 7). Interestingly,
a reduction in the fixation rate of advantageous mutations
similar to that caused by complementation is expected from
clonal interference (16), even though the underlying biological
mechanisms are completely unrelated. Density dependence re-
lies only on the sharing of viral products during coinfection,
while clonal interference is due to competition among multiple
beneficial mutations during the replication of large popula-
tions (17).
Complementation may have a direct impact during antiviral
treatment. Escape from drugs or antibodies often involves a
genetic tradeoff (4), so that resistant strains become dominant
only after exposure to the selective pressure. After treatment
cessation, resistant strains may incorporate additional compen-
satory mutations and remain resistant (reference 36 and ref-
erences therein) or may revert to the wt. However, during
reversion, complementation may contribute to the mainte-
nance of resistant mutants and cause quick rebounding of the
viral load if a second period of antiviral treatment is applied.
Overall, the results of complementation are similar to those
predicted from quasispecies memory (31, 32), and it is possible
that memory and complementation are related phenomena
(46). It is likely that if complementation has an effect on viral
memory, it will operate more efficiently in rhabdoviruses than
in picornaviruses. In a more general scenario, complementa-
tion may allow the maintenance of mutations that are delete-
rious under the conditions prevailing at one point but benefi-
cial in a different environment, possibly contributing to viral
adaptability.
APPENDIX
We are considering the coinfection of cells by wt virions and
virions that carry a deleterious mutation. We assume that the
MOI determines the level of coinfection. We further assume
that the wt, when infecting a cell by itself, produces M offspring
virions, while the mutant produces M(1  s) offspring virions
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when infecting a cell by itself. In other words, the fitness of the
mutant relative to that of the wt is 1  s. For the case in which
the wt and mutant coinfect, we assume that both contribute
equally to the overall virion production, so that the amount of
offspring virions produced by a cell is given by the average
number of offspring virions expected from the infecting parti-
cles. For example, if a cell is infected by n particles, of which k
are wt and n  k are mutant virions, then the overall number
of particles produced is M[1  s(n  k)/n]. We assume further
that both the wt and mutant genomes are equally likely to get
encapsidated, so that the fractions of wt and mutant offspring
virions are proportional to the respective fractions of infecting
particles. For the above example of a cell infected by k wt
virions and n  k mutant virions, a fraction, k/n, of the off-
spring virions has the wt genotype and the remaining fraction,
(n  k)/n, has the mutant genotype.
Let the fraction of wt virions in the population be x and the
fraction of mutant virions be y  1  x, and consider a cell that
is infected by n particles. The probability that k of these par-
ticles are wt is
 nk 
k/nxkynk
Therefore, on average, cells infected by n virions produce p(n)
wt virions, with p(n) given by
p
nM 
k  0
n 1 s n kn  nk kn xkynk
 xM1 n 1n 
sx s
Likewise, the average number of mutant virions produced is
q
nM 
k  0
n 1 s n kn  nk n kn xkyn  k
 yM1 sy sy sn 
The expressions p(n) and q(n) give us the expected number of
wt and mutant offspring virions produced by cells infected by
exactly n particles. However, not all cells are infected by the
same number of particles. The number of particles per cell is
Poisson distributed, and the parameter  of the Poisson distri-
bution corresponds to the MOI. Therefore, in order to calcu-
late the overall expected number of wt offspring virions, P, we
have to average p(n) over all n:
P e 
n  1

n
n! p
n
After taking the sum, we find
P xM
1 e
1 s sx e
sx s
Here,  is given by
  Ei
 ln

where   0.577216 is the Euler constant and Ei(z) is the
exponential integral
Ei
z  
z

et/tdt
Similarly, averaging over q(n) leads to the overall expected
number of mutant offspring, Q:
Q e
n1

n
n! q
n yM
1 e

1 sy e
s sy
The fitness, w, of the mutant relative to that of the wt is given
by the ratio of the final fractions, Q/P, divided by the ratio of
the initial fractions, y/x. We find
w
Q
P
x
y 1
s

e 1
1 sy sy
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